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All times are GMT. The moment is now 01:27 PM. Developed by vBulletin® version 4.2.3 Copyright © 2020 vBulletin Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. This site is owned and operated by Bright Mountain Media, Inc., a publicly owned company operating under the symbol: BMTM. Copyright © 2018 ? LEO Affairs The mission of the
Escambia County Sheriff's Office is to improve the quality of life and protect the property of all people in Escambia County by providing responsible, effective and efficient law enforcement services to prevent crime and enforce the law with integrity and fairness. Escambia County Sheriff's Office Online Reporting System Privacy Statement
The Escambia County Sheriff's Office is committed to protecting your privacy and providing technology that gives you the most powerful and secure online experience. This Privacy Statement applies to eReports, escambia County Sheriff's Office's online reporting system, and governs data collection and use. By using eReports, you
consent to the data practices described in this instruction. Police reports are public records It is important to note that some of the information contained in a police report is a matter of public record and as such should be disclosed upon request. However, the Escambia County Sheriff's Office does not disclose information that is free of
public disclosure or confidential. Collecting Your Personal Information The Escambia County Sheriff's Office collects the following types of information during online reporting: Personal information such as email address, name, home or work addresses, or phone number. Anonymous demographic information, which is not unique to you,
such as your zip code, age, gender, etc. In addition, information about your computer's hardware and software may include: your IP address, browser type, domain names, access times, and addresses of reference websites. This information is used by the Escambia County Sheriff's Office for the operation of the service, to maintain the
quality of service and to provide general statistics on the use of eReports. The Escambia County Sheriff's Office encourages you to review the privacy statements of the websites you choose to link to from the Escambia County Sheriff's Office site, so you can understand how those websites collect, use, and share your information. The
Escambia County Sheriff's Office is not responsible for privacy statements or other content on websites outside the Escambia County Sheriff's Office and the escambia County Sheriff's Office websites. A deadly duty involved in the Lost Key shooting by the Escambia County Sheriff's Office is under investigation. ECSO responded to an
adult man threatening to kill himself on the beach in block 1300 of Sandy Key Drive around 12:30 p.m. The deputies came to find the man with a The MPs tried to talk to the man, at which point he opened fire on the deputies who returned fire by beating the male, ECSO said. There were no injuries to the deputies. The man died. The
Florida Department of Law Enforcement responded as is the standard procedure in the official involved shootings. The phrase, God helps those who help themselves, is liberally cast without much believe in feeling. In the last few days, I've been fighting this by saying something about this video. Although I think Chip is the only one that
can potentially mitigate the damage caused internally to ECSO, I am also very disappointed. I know you know the story and still chose to make the following video: What the real shit is all I could say. You know, sometimes people can't get out of their own way. That's exactly what this video represents. That said, all you can do is put all the
cards on the table. So let's work separating the good from the bad, okay? Everyone, at some point in life, has to make a decision that defines them. This is Chip's time. The biggest careless secret in ECSO is the citizenship status of Alejandra Duda. Some time ago, Sheriff Morgan was told that Ms. Duda was currently a citizen, but she
came to the country illegally. Her parents used a relative's name and social security number to take her to school. Doubt, married, divorced, bought property under the fraudulent social security number. She did it in a couple of states before she became a citizen. Assistant Ray Briggs did an investigation into it when it came up years ago.
He took these findings including a video of Duda telling the story of his illegal immigration to Sheriff Morgan. Briggs was told to bury him and after keeping a copy of the investigation, Briggs did just that. This was the end of the problem, until other employees saw Latinos getting preferential treatment. The largest office chair..... a new car.
Others have come to Chip to tell you about this situation. However, Chip claims that after talking to people, he was assured that the feds simply merged the fraudulent social into the new legal social and everything is good. When I heard that, I laughed. But I asked people knowing that he assured me that this doesn't work that way and
couldn't be further from the truth. ICE does not merge illegal social media into legal ones. And the fact that Chip isn't looking anymore should worry everyone. Now he is an accomplice and when he releases this video, he puts he puts hesit to be surprised. Your enemies could easily detonate this bomb and there is no plausible denial here.
This woman has let America down. And Chip's ignorance of the by its own choice, it is not a self-defense. He knows this is wrong, but he decides to stick his head in the sand. this one confirms that Morgan's legacy of lying and covering things up is going to continue. Put all this on top of the rest of the things Chip has let go. No one was
punished for the incomprehensible oversight of the Jadekiss case. No one was punished for the destruction/manipulation of evidence in the Manning case. Employees who are clearly sabotaging the agency and community sit in comfortable chairs, taking out a salary. I know I've heard that all this will be taken care of in January, but that's
extremely naive to think that anyone is going to look at the one that will have long past cases to review. But what Chip doesn't understand is that good people who hang up until January, see these other people who are NEVER responsible. Hell, I'll say it; if following the laws or rules is optional, why the hell is there a sheriff's department?
As someone who sees both candidates for what they are, Escambia is with either option for the sheriff. I'm very discouraged by Chip. Chip, as I've said MANY times, what's your position? Let the criminal acts described in this video continue, hoping that one of your political enemies will not take this particular case, which has flaunt
everyone's face, and run to ICE, DOJ or fbi or will you do the right thing? What's it going to be? I wasn't going to dignify this video with an answer, but I reconsidered. It's important to talk when it's necessary and this video reverberates this man's disrespect for his constituents. This was an exaggerated story on social media that was
essentially a misunderstanding, but instead of correcting misperception, Sir David decided to mock and even arrest a constituent because of this misunderstanding. Without further a doubt, the famous chicken video.... The fact that he was the citizen thought they heard a gunshot and it was simultaneously that the DEPUTY passed with
the window open. If you may have heard it, then exactly what happened could be ambiguous. That said, the DEPUTY did not stop to say animal check-up or attempt to locate the owner as he probably would have if he had been a conventional pet. The fact that he didn't stop added to the misunderstanding of what happened. If he had
stopped, he could have clarified the situation immediately. But instead, he left knowing there were witnesses. The owner was subsequently arrested for filing a false police report because he stated that the officer shot the chicken. Morgan's making fun of his constituents and he looks like an idiot in doing so. This situation was unfortunate,
but can be prevented with clarification and not to disparage the situation or the people involved. It shows how low Morgan is to assume that he is better than anyone else, particularly when this same congressman was allowed to resign last week after being caught in a sting of involving him by providing illegal drugs illegal Sex. Now look at
the moral terrain the Sheriff is taking. Sounds like an idiot for talking to the citizens and building the moral ground for this assistant because he's obviously above shooting a chicken, right? Ridiculous and sad that the Sheriff of Escambia County even says that you should be glad that he and his office have a minimum of character and
integrity for NOT ARRESTING A DEPUTY WHO COMMITTED MULTIPLE FELONIES, BUT NOT SHOT A CHICKEN. Every time the public meets a law enforcement officer, all the experience they've had with the police, never seen other people have with the police, and also every story they've heard is present. Every story you heard in
the news about the violation of trust in overly jealous, lawless cops are sins that every cop leads to every encounter. More times than not, the public lacks confidence that law enforcement will help them if they need it, make arrests if necessary to provide a measure of justice. This has never been truer than in recent years. For a
community to feel safe and, in turn, to be safe, it is to have a measure of trust that law enforcement assigned to protect them from harm is really doing just that. People should feel and see law enforcement like the good guys doing a good job. When that ceases to be the case, public unrest leads to crimes against the police, and the
vigilante can develop to overcome the sense of helplessness when law enforcement is not there to help for one reason or another. This obstacle has to be addressed by law enforcement leadership. Perception is reality for people. That said, my hometown of Escambia County, Pensacola, Florida, faces an epidemic of ECSO anarchy.
WEAR had a story last week on this same subject, but the story you're about to read is a separate incident and it's a harrowing story that has come to me and, frankly, should scare everyone who lives in the county. The details are that a dispute of neighbors results in a neighbor calling ECSO on another who plays loud noise on the porch.
When ECSO arrives, the music is turned off. No more trouble, is it? Wrong. Deputies arrive and unknowingly, there are external cameras. Take care. The biggest problem here is the incident report here: The two are not even partially the same. The report is pure fiction. Why? Because the resident involved called to report the stolen
stereo. He spoke to Sergeant Jason Young, who told him that deputies would NOT arrest him for disorderly conduct and in return return return his stereo. Arrest? No more crime was committed than the stolen stereo. But this is the manipulation to act as if Young doing the resident a favor, because in turn do no wave over the stereo.
Unfortunately, this is common. Assuming people don't know their rights and believe that if a deputy does, it should be legal a fallacy that most in this ECSO administration has. This report shows the lengths of the cover-up and perjury that several Members entered into this incident. Frankly, if so many will risk your badge and effortlessly
cover something like this, you have to question what important things are handled in the same way. This act of an MP who commits, which amounts to armed robbery is blank washed and covered because it was thought that the resident would not know his rights. The most heinous part of this is that this resident is unemployed and not in
a financial position to make a fuss. He's a vulnerable citizen. When law enforcement abuses power, people like this resident are typically abused because victims of their abuse are marginalized by a criminal record, poverty, or both. When the people of power victimize the most marginalized in their care, that is such a profound violation of
public trust. Nobody's safe. I was surprised that this crime scene technician has really been applauded for this award, while no other prize of this kind has been recognized with the same fanfare. But I guess it shouldn't have been so surprised that LEO AFFAIRS posts about the open oral satisfaction talk this woman provides at crime
scenes have been removed and the fact that her nipple rings can be identified in a line, Eric the Nazi on social media, has probably proven her talents. While the only position I read AFFAIRS addresses her by name, Escambia, &amp; Santa Rosa refer to her. Escambia LEO Affairs post Santa Rosa LEO Affairs While the number of BJ's
given for attention by Deputy Chief Nonsense is in question, the real question is why Colleen didn't get a chance to go to jail for leaving her gun in the women's room? James Higdon was burned at the stake for that, but yet there's no documentation on Ms. Nipple Ring Crime Scene, why? Attachment is AI in Higdon, if anyone has any
information about lady referenced here, please let me know. Ball marks the point of no return in the crusade to the corruption of the de-throne in Escambia County. Mr. Ball, being an author, a prestigious man and a world-renowned professor in understanding the cyber threat when it comes to Homeland Security, has become the last
name on the list of victims of abuse of power throughout the Escambia County government. Mr. Ball is not the typical victim, because he is not of a minor demographic; it is not a minority, nor a socioeconomic don that is usually the profile of people marginalized by the Escambia corruption machine. People like Pat Gonzalez, or Clarke are
denigrated by the county's honorable elite because of her previous background or bad acts. People like Philip Nix, Bill Chavers, Gene Valentino, Anita Hemphill, Laura Montoya or the honorable other citizens who are frank in the abuses of he is said to be suffering from a technical term by Sheriff Morgan known as sour grapes. They have
been aggravated by the county and are labeled as trying to retaliate for their layoffs. This may be well founded, if the list of people, who are allegedly suffering from acid grape syndrome, did not reach the same digits with the same exact complaints, including slander, defamation, civil rights violations and discrimination. No Mr. Ball does
not suffer from any of the tags previously used by the GOB to discount people. You can't be seen as I am by Sheriff Morgan, like a lonely madman, who tells lies, a political terrorist. Ball has been silenced for a long time, but that silence is broken. He can't be fired like the rest of them have. Mr Ball drafted a pro se motion to dismiss in June
that it is deftly written and could be used by any of the victims mentioned above against different agents of the Escambia corruption machine. While their claims may sound outlandish, I tell them that the actions against them are so extravagant and bringing them to light is the right thing to do. As I have said many times, escambia GOB's
abuses are vast enough to violate RICO (Racketeer Influenced &amp; Corrupt Organization Law). This involves 2 or more crimes committed to promote an ongoing criminal enterprise. The justice system in Escambia County is itself the criminal enterprise. Crimes are embezzlement, perjury, fraud and the list goes on and on. Morgan
arrests people, Eddins and his henchmen, as well as several judges perpetuate unlawful arrest through the judicial system for the melody of illegal forfeitures, defamation and political gains. The real violation is the honest services clause. According to the fall 2017 edition of the American Criminal Law Review, in an article by Alexander
Sanyshyn, the honest service criteria are therefore: Elements of the Doctrine of Honest Services To be convicted under article 1346, a person must (i) defraud the victim of honest services (ii) by accepting a bribe or bribe. n446 Defrauding Honest Services Generally, a scheme for defrauding honest services takes place in a fiduciary or
employer-employee relationship. n447 This fiduciary relationship is usually present when managing money for the benefit of another. n448 May also be present when a voluntary n449 trade association or charitable and non-profit organization is involved. n450 Employer-employee relationships that can result in a claim for honest services
range from a shareholder relationship and n451 management to an employed-private citizen relationship of the government. n452 however, the duties owed by a civil servant and an individual differ. n453 [*1725] Fraud does not have to be carried out directly by the defendant, the defendant only needs to have caused fraud to be
committed. n454 However, the defendant must of, or participate in, fraud committed by the third party. n455 This lays the foundation for many cases of public corruption. The use of the public power to obtain private benefits is the greatest risk associated with the people in power. The various points of corruption, quid pro quo corruption,
undue influence on inequality corruption, misuse and abuse of power are used to promote the criminal enterprise that functions as the legal criminal justice system in Escambia County. There is no justice to have in the system in Pensacola. No one is above the law and although that has not been evident to most people except those who
have been eliminated by my hometown system, Mr. Ball's case joined all 7 people in the Billings case, specifically proving a pattern of behavior that spans many years and many cases. All injustice is astronomical in Escambia County. Ron Clark Ball goes to the catalyst case that illuminates the things Willie Junior was killed covering up.
They bring their popcorn, kids. The show's starting. I told Morgan that when he saw me coming, that hell was coming with me. I should be feeling the heat, because I'm at your door. So in the long line of people who collected, exploded and turned a blind eye in the Billings case, I want to welcome Bill Richbourg to the cast of characters
who should be on the other side of the bars where they put their clients. Richbourg could be the most deplorable of the lawyers who turned around and felt dead in this case. Richbourg was hired by Gary Sumner to represent him. He paid Mr. Richbourg. For six weeks apparently, a job was done to promote Sumner's defense case. But on
April 25, 2011, the day set for jury selection, Mr. Richbourg tells Sumner (as they approach the courtroom) that he could not win this case, Sumner had no choice but to accept a plea. Richbourg strong armed a disadvantaged young black man. Then the state had the crouch to sue Sumner for the time they wasted for trial. But the best part
here is that Richbourg had an agenda from the beginning of representing Sumner. He represented Bud Billings in the adoption fraud that somehow left the stolen child with the captor. Richbourg organized that around 1989-90. Can you say CONFLICT???? Represent a man who is being accused of killing a past client and then making the



representation? Cheryl Barnes, Gary Sumner's mother, should sue this man on Gary's behalf. Not only is he unethical, but he rises to the level of criminal when he forced Gary to sign his life instead of representing him. Any civil rights lawyer out there should be aware of this. the people who didn't do their job in this case are so numerous.
Richbourg is just ONE of the highly respected lawyers who dropped the ball. Tony Henderson forced Lenny Gonzalez to his statement and signed the man's legal mental despite the SSI rule that states that man has brain damage, dementia, and numerous mental health problems. His van was also inoperable. That was a self-defense, but
Henderson managed to negotiate Lenny's fate that led to his death. Shouldn't it be beyond malpractice too? What about the public defenders who managed Florence &amp; Thornton? There was a big case for forced confessions, but they never represented their clients. They took the money the state paid them and took those kids to
prison. Now their lives are fused in stone. Statistics say instilled black men imprisoned early (18-25) build criminal capital. They turn the prison into a community with which they feel comfortable, can connect, to feel a sense of inclusion in SOMETHING. It's the same psychosocial phenomenon that attracts people to gangs. That's about
Joel M. Cohen (Florence's public defender), and Cheryl Alverson (Thornton's public defender). Richbourg has a lot of company in his criminality. I hope to see you punished like Eddins, Geeker and Sir David. When I was little, I heard the phrase, you can't paint a zebra and call it a horse, because the stripes will eventually show through. I
don't know if that's the commonly used phrase, but the morale of cliché is the same. You can put lipstick on a pig and call it Monique, but it's still a pig. I'd like to offer my new form of this cliché. You can put medals on a con man's jacket and neck. Hell can be given a sheriff's star, but he's still a con man. Sheriff David Morgan (also known
as Sir David for his false knighthood) apparently deleted his Facebook profile. He was now an advocate for all social media before November 8. So if that's true ... why do you think that's it? This sociable claim was put on before the election. Now you don't need that. His arrogance has overcome his need for attention. Now you don't need
the connection to the people. His real stripes are showing off. The people of the community have been fired from their self-centered world. This is also evident from the reaction of Members. When Morgan was re-elected, I was horrified in the corrupt voting system, because I honestly don't think it was a solid and direct election. It's
something I've always wanted to do. but he wanders. Understanding the people under Sir David and listening to his comments, the comments are much more important in assessing Sir David's success and relevant to understanding morality within the agency and thus acting on the street. Here are just a few anonymous comments made
about Sir David from his assistants: With which there are so many different violations (criminal, civil, conduct etc.) that can cost Members their jobs, why in a profession where it is the high character and Deputies are at a higher level, the Members employed who refuse to recognize their own children as their own or be a father to them? If
someone feels so sorry and low-character, how can we as an agency believe that they are able to make the kind of decisions we are confident to make on a day-to-day? It all depends on whether Chief Haines thinks he's violating his code of moral conduct or not. So it depends on whether they like you or not or if they perceive someone
as unworthy. This is the perfect example. It is alleged that Deputy XYZ was insubordinate. Chief Haines believes that a BS group spoke about this DEPUTY, so instead of being handled at the shift level he insists that it should be investigated by AI. The investigation determines that there are contradictory parts in history and the supervisor
based insubordination on assumptions. The charges are unfounded. But that's not enough for the administrator. The case goes back to AI to check it again and this time around someone mentions Deputy XYZ has .... I don't know.... recently moved out and Oh No.... I've neglected to change your address with the office. Bingo... There he
is. Deputy XYZ is convicted. That's how this manager works. If they want to catch you, they will. They keep going until they find something. So hang in there. When he finds out there's an assistant who's not taking care of his son, he'll get caught. It may not be a violation, but if Haines thinks it's that this assistant will be put in pure hell and
feel like he has no choice but to leave. Speaking of recent undeserved increases: The sheriff has never cared about MPs or their salary. He made a promise when he first ran up to the deputies to pay for several thousand dollars, it didn't happen! We've received some token increases, much less than any other sheriff. He's taken good
care of his staff and his salaries. Morgan is a liar and a politician who can't make you tell the truth and when you're pushed you can bet his answer will be: I'm the sheriff and I do what I want. I predict that this pattern of ascents will continue and its reorganization will resemble some of a Georgia roadmap. Merry Christmas to all my brothers
and sisters, it's going to be four long years. (In response to another comment that states that the uploads are solid) You did Major, now you're trying for the Commander? Come on, man, neither you nor David deserved promotion. You have zero patrol experience and zero supervisory experience. David is 2 years old as a sergeant and I
don't need to repeat all the missing experience. This place is a joke and nothing will change here. There is no integrity and loyalty only 6exists for the few who place Facebook campaign posters and troll for 1st Amendment violations. Anyone who wants at an agency that honest and trustworthy, this ISN'T the place. You'll be buried in the
back with trash and fish bones. You want a promotion with a 30% pay rise, put up campaign posters, troll the internet and stab other MPs. Great ah and DI work, now you contributed to the lowest morale level the department has ever seen. He has excellent skills in letting a former garage supervisor cover the theft and misuse of county
property. Maybe if we were the bad guys, that would be a useful skill. Otherwise, it fits perfectly into the morgan way of doing things. Why launch a promotional process if you are going to crush the hopes and morale of those who come to work and strive to do something like this? How is anyone supposed to respect someone's rank above
them if they are given no merit? Sheriff can step forward and admit he was wrong and earn trust. If this party sees this place come to a squeaky cessation. It won't be because of some reorganization problem, but they directly tie the up to morale and two less-than-stellar sergeants are given something they don't deserve, why would you
expect something different from Morgan? Check out some of the previous promotions you've done and you shouldn't be a little surprised. Please don't think Simmons is going to be better, it's a clone right now. It's time to sit back and let things run their course. Obviously, hard work means nothing. These comments are anonymous
because there are punitive actions against anyone with an opinion contrary to Sir David. Ask Buddy Nesmith or hell, Eric Haines, the degraded police chief who doesn't even see his own degradation. (This would be the second degraded chief MP in Sir David's cabinet, by the way.) So I might be crazy, but there seems to be an excessive
number of Members who feel belittled by Sir David's latest decisions on the rise. But that's not the only disappointment or breach of trust/service, Sir David is engaged. However, we still sit here with Sheriff Shithead at the helm..... anyone else sees a problem????? Our lives begin to end the day we remain silent about the things that
matter. –Martin Luther King Jr. This was in LEOAFFAIRS.COM, posted on Friday: Don't take any of this personally. It's not meant to offend anyone. It's an observation. The management staff has some people who always had the respect of the people they worked with as cops. They were people that others considered capable and willing
to be good cops. Then Comes Morgan. Morgan gets into the mix and things start to change. He hid behind others because he had no knowledge of law enforcement to get out of. He used to protect him from being identified as the incompetent CEO he is. When things went wrong, he destroyed his life and his careers. He called it difficult
decisions and tried to create a belief that he was really in charge. It's not and and Be. He's got sacrificial lambs that he throws away when something goes really wrong. He got to a point where HD was next in line. EH has an agenda of its own and was shown in its failed attempt to be the caller. What he did was get all the people who had
respect to fear him. They allowed greed and fear to dictate what decisions they made and did not recognize that it was a mistake to follow such a weak leader. They were just worried about being promoted. They lost respect and relationships because HD knew it had to separate the strong and neutralize their influence on the MPs who
followed them. It worked because they turned their backs on everyone and became the leaders THAT HD said they should be. Now HD has dismantled the ECSO to the point that we can't function close to what's needed. It has created a very dangerous situation and had people believing that the changes in generation caused it. That
would be a good excuse if it were happening everywhere and not just in Escambia County. He created fear for the staff and gave them the information to help in the process. They went on because they don't want to lose their place. They knew it was wrong, but he would get up and take the opportunity to pay the price for crossing the
fury. How does this end? HD's going to go with a fat five. He'll get enyed until he retires and pretend he was a competent leader. You'll make some money from that by teaching and talking about things you never did or could never do. Those who compromised their beliefs of being part of the crowd come to see the ladder they were
climbing are pushed. Morgan will sell his jobs to those willing to play his game. Those who dedicated their careers to this place will be kicked out. It's exactly like he said in his first campaign. He doesn't think there are competent people here and he's used them all. You lost so much trying to be good enough for the puppet master. You
weren't and you could never have been. All you lost, the only thing you could ever get back from is your dignity. It's sad that you all allowed that and even became part of the plan to get rid of a job. Morgan likes to use the term marcher on the vine when he no longer has a use for someone and wants them to leave. It won't matter. None of
those people have it in them to admit when they're wrong. The embarrassment would be too much. They keep letting the same people happen the same shit. Once you lose your dignity you die slowly or leave on the vine. I think he says exactly that. Think about who you're talking about. EH, SA, SH, FF, BC, TY, TG, LD, to identify some.
In that crowd you have a wife beaten, drunk, crying baby, one who has always been lazy and avoided work, a selfish fat con man, and their leader has NEVER been a cop. In fact to junk talk cops and tells everyone he doesn't trust cops because they're liars. How does a man who beats his wife to the point of needing medical attention
never stay as a cop, let alone as a rank cop? Then you have another who is a baby who fights in court for months for wedding gifts because he could only marry her for a couple of hours. That's so hard to believe. Then you have one who can't pay people enough to work for him and he does things to act like he's so professional. Why
wouldn't your boss ask the question of why he has a person that no Member wants to work for? Is it because he's a fat man with a bad attitude or because he talks about people behind his back. Maybe because he treats people like crap or pulls his gun on them and acts like playing with a gun, that's fine. Your boss doesn't care because
he's always drunk. A pathetic group. Embarrassing for the agency. If they had any traits close to being a man, they'd leave because of the way our employees have been raped for their sake and nothing else. They will receive a dose of their own medication one day when they are on the hook having to answer for the mistakes they have
continued to make. Maybe if the Justice Department or someone will look and see that they are terrible people without conscience and should never be in the places they are now. It wouldn't be soon enough if it happened today. Since the end of 2015, I have been postulating that Mark Smith of the manning sex case would come out of
these crimes. On Thursday of last week, that theory proved to be true. I've been distraught of getting to a position in response to this crazy decision. The way this case unfolded was more odious than events could ever have perceived as manifested. This degenerate walks not only, but was found not guilty. He can NEVER be responsible
for the crimes known to have been committed against Brittany Cutting or Kaitlyn and Kayla Rogers. How could that be possible? Ask Sir David. He's the puppeteer of this tragedy. I can hear people saying, under their breath, that I blame Sir David for the rain. If that were the case. It would be easier to say goodbye to me and this post
saying I'm on a crusade against what I sense is the Devil himself. Unfortunately, the Devil himself could not evoke the despondenty that Sheriff Morgan has in the hearts of the girls whose only sin was the family in which they were born. I can't make a more convincing case for Mark Smith's imprisonment. I have put document after
document that support the predatory nature of this man's heart. I asked the question of how you got a badge to start with. He was discharged from the United States Navy due to Personality Disorder. who was young and threatened to kill himself. However, being familiar with military protocol, I know that it does not go out of its obligation to
serve so easily. Para Para reason for discharge, there must have been evidence to justify that Smith was a responsibility for the service. In addition, a fellow policeman who has 15 years of experience in criminal investigations was persuaded to investigate a colleague. Not only that, but he convinced a judge, who was certainly concerned
with issuing the search warrant, to find a cause to effectively destroy the credibility of the Member. For this case to be convincing enough for an investigator to report on his own, as well as a judiciary that finds legal sufficiency to go after a law enforcement officer is HUGE. This slideshow requires JavaScript. To challenge the trial of the
arresting officer, Zack Ward is questioning all cases in his 15 years of service in the Sheriff's office, including the Billings case. Ward wasn't legally enough in the eyes of the jury, how could it have been enough for the state attorney? The question here is who dropped the ball. At a press conference BEFORE THE MANNINGS WERE
ARRESTED, Morgan says: We received some information downloaded from the computer systems involving this case, Morgan said. We have over 100,000 images that need to be reviewed in addition to video tapes. As you can well imagine, what's going to be a laborious process that's going to be for us to go through all that stuff. This
means that there were images of Smith, Thomas and/or the victims. However, in a 10/4/15 Facebook conversation with Eric Haines, Deputy Head of ECSO, he says: I downloaded it including the attack on his religiosity. But the point is clear, Morgan says there were videos and images, but NOW Haines says, there are no videos and
images. No video or image evidence was presented to the jury. I asked the question of how you got a badge to start with. He was discharged from the United States Navy due to Personality Disorder. He explains that he was young and threatened to kill himself. However, being familiar with military protocol, I know that it does not go out of
its obligation to serve so easily. For this reason of discharge, there must have been evidence to justify smith being a responsibility for the service. Also, not to forget my post more than a year ago: Erin Ambrose is the starting point because the whole story apparently comes to an end. She is also the person in this story with the most
influence and has the greatest obligation to do the right thing. His job title and ethical responsibility is greater than the rest and his part in this story is the most heinous. This is not an isolated incident for the State Attorney's Office. They've cared more about covering things up rather than seeking justice. This is the case simply personifies
what happens in the day-to-day life under Bill Eddins and his cronies. Ms. Ambrose, Deputy Prosecutor of the State of the First Judicial Circuit, is hired with a the name Jason Young (Jason Von Ansbach Young). Jason is probably the least guilty of the group. While he is an adult and a law enforcement officer, who, in himself, has a
responsibility to serve and protect the public, he is not an active participant in the danger of children; is, however, complicit. Jason's brother and Jason's former godfather at his wedding in January is Ryan Von Ansbach Young, a former deputy who is married to Mindy Von Ansbach Young, a current lieutenant in the Escambia County
Sheriff's Office. The Von Ansbach Youngs have foster children as well as their own children. Ryan Von Ansbach Young posted bail for his wife's colleague Mark Smith on 3/09/2015. This act had to be known to the Sheriff's Office because of the hand-in-hand relationships they have with bail bonds officers. If they didn't know, it's because
they didn't want to know. Having an MP, Ryan's wife, of birth age to release a child sex offender, by extension, shows complicity of the entire organization for which she and her family represent. This is also the warning that Ms Ambrose is prey to. It is revealing that this wrongdoing and the ability to connect this type of deviant sex offender
with people who are supposed to monitor and cage these monsters. Accommodating themselves with them outside the clock shows the little consideration they have for the humanity they're supposed to be protecting. Of course, this gives a bad message to everyone who is aware of it. Of course, to get the whole criminal justice system
out of Pensacola, because friendliness outweighs the proper handling of criminal cases. This is the downfall of the whole community. The embezzlement is that with all these children at home, the Von Ansbach Youngs, all current or previous law enforcement professionals, allow a sex offender to enter your home. They allow this offender
to come and go freely with the children at home. The sex offender, who should have no contact with children, is Mark Smith, a former deputy major of the Escambia Sheriff's Office. He is currently awaiting multiple counts of sexual assault/rape of children over the age of 16 and under the age of 21, which has been minimized through the
State Attorney's office. Most of the charges are reduced to misdemeanors, even though there is video evidence of their misconduct, as well as accounts of sexual misconduct against others that the Sheriff's Department refused to acknowledge (See my post Where is Gavin?) Returning to Erin Ambrose, who is supposed to be an advocate
for children abused, abused and raped by Walter Thomas and, of course, Mark Smith, who were both escambia County deputies at the time of offenses. The most malicious of acts in the fact that not only is Ms. Ambrose violating her position as Assistant State Attorney being personally involved with a case she is prosecuting, but she is
enred in this family neglecting their moral and ethical duties as county servants and court officers to protect children from exposure to child sexual predators. She knows what happens in this close-knit family that is about to separate and is aware of Smith's constant presence at home, as well as his access to children. That is a conflict of
nature that corrupts the whole process of justice. Girls who are victims of these sexual predators are not being protected by the system. The system is more interested in covering your ace. In addition to this situation, regarding this same case, Sheriff David Morgan effectively endowed Gulf Coast Kids House with $50K for a new wing
AFTER he personally realized the abuse of his aides in children. This was a stop-gap measure to preemptively control the reaction of Gulf Coast Kids House when the story inevitably became public. These two organizations conspired to sweep this incident under the carpet with Gulf Coast Kids House turning a blind eye to additional
victims who may have been affected by deputies that Sheriff Morgan did not investigate. This is the price of silence in Escambia County. With his head bowed, I mean he was right. Victimization limits are overwhelming and this check shows you how justice is purchased and paid in Escambia County. Criminal justice expert Dr. Edward J.
Bronson recently analyzed pretrial publicity in the case of Billings' murder. It was a fascinating look only at the coverage of local newspapers. The reason he was called to see this has to do with the fact that it has become an indisputable fact that press coverage before the trial affects jury verdicts. There have been 44 empirical studies
with more than 5500 people by dozens of social scientists over the past three decades. The biggest shock of Dr. Bronson's analysis was that the Billings Murder case, in general, is the 27th highest publicized case in HISTORY. This case rivals OJ, baby Lindbergh, Bundy, Zodiac, Son of Sam and Jon Benet Ramsey just to begin with. The
average case of high publicity has about 100 articles written on the case, upon trial. The NPC &amp; InWeekly made 250 articles on this case. Each of these articles was seized against the defendants, particularly Pat Gonzalez Jr. None of these items were from anyone close to Gonzalez Jr. or defending their character in any way,
despite their contributions to the community, although the Sertoma Man of the Year club award was mentioned in passing as a martial arts career. None of these articles offer any other crime theory or any clues outside the that the Sheriff invented. The Michigan Supreme Court ruled delaying a 9-mos trial due to 1 news comment by a
lawyer on a Sunday morning at 6 a.m. The judge determined that the lawyer had the potential to have contaminated the pool with this look. By comparison, Sheriff Morgan held press conferences up to twice a day locally; spoke on Dateline NBC, Nancy Grace, Oprah Winfrey and Larry King to name a few. He said things like, extremely
gruesome scene, hateful crime, no bad seed (talking about Gonzalez Jr.), stupid thugs and referred to the Billings as very good Christian people.  In addition to the fact, Morgan greeted the panelists of the grand jury before the accusations of González Padre and Jr. Shook each person's hand and said things like: I've done my job; now it's
time for you to do yours. This looks like a directive from the highest law enforcement officer in the community. This presentation requires JavaScript.The NPC articles were extremely harmful as they are the only news item printed in the area. 174 times the death penalty was mentioned in connection with this crime, before any trial began.
 This is extremely condemnable because the implication is that these people deserve death, before the facts of the case or defenses were established. Dr. Bronson noted that he had never seen any more inflammatory comments within the NPC by journalists and in letters to the editor before the trial. There was no way a reasonable
person could consider that an impartial jury could be had in this community. Judge Geeker does not think this is a problem, but ultimately this will go to the U.S. Supreme Court, which has no ties to the corruption of Escambia County. As for the media circus that boosted Morgan's career and finally kept him in office, here's the opportunity:
David Morgan prostituted all possible media outlets. It was the source of most people's knowledge of this case. As the community and the world have seen with each case in Morgan's tenure where he smiles beautiful for the camera, it is rarely the most accurate point of information. He stretches the truth and even lies to make himself look
important. Why would it be different with this case? Good news for all the defendants, because if Pat Gonzalez gets a new trial, the doors of laws and lawsuits will dominate what was the old news of this case... with Morgan as a punchline. Dr. Edward Bronson Expert Testimony exhibit2-expert test. Test.
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